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Lizzy Hilliard is very proud to
announce her new record
growth vol. 2. A sequel to her
previous release, growth vol.
1, this album is set to be
available on January 7th,
2022.
Comprised of 18 full tracks
and 5 interludes, growth vol.2
is a love letter to childhood
and a fun, fanciful and thoughtful look to the future. Hilliard wrote and recorded
the songs in the thick of the COVID-19 pandemic, inspired by the change it
illuminated in her. She recorded large sections of it at her home in Abington,
Pennsylvania and completed it in London, England, collaborating remotely with
several musicians from Indiana University. The record was mixed and mastered by
Jonathan Hilliard. It will be streamable on most streaming services including
Spotify, Apple Music, Amazon and Deezer.
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To Lizzy, growth vol. 2 is a huge step up. “This is my largest work, I’m so, so proud
of how it came out,” says Hilliard, “I feel like it’s a perfect capsule of what I’ve
learned this past year, what I’ve been through and who I’ve become, both musically
and thematically. It’s my dream album.”
Featuring songs like ‘can’t listen to that song anymore,’ ‘still a child,’ & ‘antique
store man,’ growth vol. 2 embraces the idiosyncratic and the commonplace, finding
answers and posing questions for the everyday and the right now. Lizzy infuses
influences from folk, singer/songwriter, pop and rock genres in her music to create a
unique and personal sound, laden with lush arrangements and dainty harmonies.
For business inquiries and more information about the songs, lyrics and more, visit:
www.lizzyhilliard.com.
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